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The paper describes the geometry routines used in the general-
purpose* three-dimensional particle transport code SPARTAN, The
code is designed to deal with the very complex geometries encountered
In lattice cell and fuel handling calculations, health physics, and
shielding problems. Regions of the system being studied may be
represented by simple shapes (Spheres, cylinders, and so on) or by
Multinomial surfaces of any order, and many simple shapes may be com-
bined to make up a complex layout.

The geometry routines are designed to allow the program to
carry out a number of tasks (such as sampling for a random point or
tracking a path through several regions) in any order, so that the
use of the routines is not restricted to a particular tracking or
scoring method. Routines for reading, checking, and printing the
data are included.

INTRODUCTION

SPARTAN (System fur PARticIc .Tracking and ANalysis) is a general-
purpose three-dimensional Monte Carlo code capable of tracking neutron;* or
photons. This paper describes the SPARTAN geometry *•• utincs, which are to
a great extent independent of the rest of the code, ar which allow very
complex geometrical layouts to be described.

One of the features of Monte Carlo techniques, as opposed to deter-
ministic methods, is their applicability to geometries of arbitrary
complexity. A general purpose Monte Carlo code must therefore contain
routines capable of accepting a description of a complex geometry and of
tracking particle trajectories through it. These tasks are carried out in
SPARTAN by a set of routines which are largely modular in construction, and
could therefore be of use in other Monte Carlo codes. The way in which the
routines are called allows the user considerable freedom in his choice of
tracking or scoring techniques.
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In most nuclear reactor systems, complex geometrical layouts are usually
made up of many simple shapes, such as cylindrical fuel pins. For this
reason much of the SPARTAN geometry system is intended to deal with simple
shapes, such as spheres and prisms of various cross-sections. Objects
having one of these shapes (known as geometric units) may be subdivided to
form, for example, a set of concentric spheres. Geometric units may contain
other geometric units in any positions and with any orientation. This
facility allows complex layouts, such as a lattice of fuel pins with control
elements, or even a whole reactor, to be described economically.

Despite the generality of the system provided by the standard shapes,
circumstances do arise in which the layout cannot conveniently be described
by this means. For such situations, the SPARTAN geometry system allows the
surfaces of physical regions to be described by any number of multinomial
surfaces of (in principle) any oru*.-. This makes it possible to describe,
for example, a human phantom, or a venturi region in a cylindrical pipe.

the fjcilitius which are provided by the geometry routines (apart from
slight restrictions where multinomial surfaces are used) include the
selection of uniformly random points in a region or on a boundary, the
location of intersections of a particle trajectory with a set of regions(such
as concentric annuli in a cylinder), evaluations of volumes and areas,
calculation of a vector normal to a boundary, determination of the location
of a given point with respect to a co-ordinace mesh (used when scores are
required in great geometric detail) and reflection and translation operations
for use at the boundary of the geometry layout itself. The system also
includes routines which read geometry data in a comprehensible form, print it,
and check it for internal errors.

REPRESENTATION OF THE GEOMETRY LAYOUT

The geometry layout is described by specifying the surfaces of every
physical region. Regions are usually grouped into geometric units (see
below). Geometric units may therauelves be grouped to form structures
(e.g. ring), and may be contained within one another.

A standard geometric unit is a group of nested surfaces having a common
shape, orientation and origin, and differing in only one size parameter.
The shape of the unit is one of the standard shapes described below. Examples
of standard geometric units are a set of concentric spheres or of coaxial
cylinders. The regions which make up the geometric unit are distinguished
by their nesting level within the unit; the outermost region is at level 1,
the next at level 2, and so on.

The innermost region of a standard geometric unit may itself contain
other geometric units in any position and orientation. The entire geometry
layout may be defined in terms of nested units in this way. The outer
boundary of the layout (which may be fictitious) must be the outer surface of
a standard geometric unit.

If some of the units contained within the innermost region of any
geometric unit form a particular structure, either a right-angled lattice or
a ring, they may be described as such in the data input, giving savings of
both storage and data. Facilities are also provided to generate a random
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distribution of contained units (all units have the same orientation, and
their origins have a uniformly random distribution within the innermost region
of the containing units, with a minimum separation between origins imposed on
the distribution).

. non-standard geometric unit is one which is created by .! ̂ roup of
multinomial surfjees,, of which further details are given below. A non-
standard unit is treated within the program in much the same way as a standard
unit, except that it must be contained within a standard unit and cannot
contain any further units. The way in which standard and non-standard
geometric units are used to describe a complex layout is illustrated by
Figures 1 to 4. Figure I shows a square reactor lattice cell with a central
cylindrical channel containing a cluster of pins. Three geometric units
{the outer block, the cylindrical channel and a fuel pin) are sufficient to
describe the layout.

Figure 2 shows a model of a group of buildings, which might be used to
assess the effect of radiation from airborne contamination. The use may be
noted of intersecting regions (to describe the hemispherical dome) and the
orientation of standard units (for the horizontal cylinders and the building
3et at an ar<gle).

An example using multinomial surfaces is shown in Figure 3, which
represents a simple human phantom as might be used for health physics studies.
The head, trunk and legs of the phantom are described by second order
equations. In order to truncate the surfaces at appropriate planes, each
surface could be enclosed by a (physically non-significant) cylinder, and the
layout completed by specifying a standard unit to provide an outer boundary.

Figure 4 shows a vent.uri region of a cylindrical pipe. In this case a
single high-order multinomial surface is required. The card data required
by SPARTAN to describe each of these geometry layouts is given in Appendix A.

Several standard shapes for geometric units are available. Table I
gives the shape names and definitions, the size parameters used to describe
them, the size parameters which may be varied to produce a nested geometric
unit and the positions of the local origin and co-ordinate axes for each
shape. Only one sire parameter may be varied within one geometric unit.
The standard shapes and permitted nesting are shown in Figure 5.

Coding is provided in the shape routines (see following section) for
various tasks which may be required for Monte Carlo calculations. Details
of the tasks are given in Tables II to V.

Any of the standard shapes may be used for the boundary of the whole
layout. Apart from some restrictions noced in Table II, the boundary
conditions may be specified separately at each boundary face as either
periodic transmission, mirror reflection or diffuse reflection.

Circumstances arise in which it is not possible (or not convenient) to
describe the layout solely in terms of the standard shapes listed in Table II.
In this case a more general representation is available. A geometric unit
consisting of several disjoint regions may be created by a number of surfaces
expressed as multinomials of any order in the Cartesian co-ordinates (x,y,z).
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For data input purposes, general surfaces are described in a form directly
resembling the polynomial concerned (see examples in Appendix A). Each
disjoint region created by the group of surfaces is identified to the computer
by specifying a point which the region contains.

The specification of the geometry layout may allow two or more geometric
units to intersect. This is permitted in SPARTAN, but certain conventions
are used to determine in which of several interesecting regions a point lies.
These conventions are applied in the tracking routines of SPARTAN, outside
the geometry system, and their operation is beyond the scope of this report.
The conventions are as follows:

(1) Any geometric unit is truncated by the surface of the innermost region of
Che geometric unit which contains it.

(2) If two or more units which are contained within a single unit intersect
one another, then any point common to the two units is assumed to he in the
umit which was specified earlier in the input data.

(3) If a unit intersects another unit other than one <vf its contained units,
then it may not contain any units. (In other words, a unit which is
truncated must be empty).

Intersecting regions arc particularly useful when a plane of symmetry
cuts some of the regions of a layout, or where compound shapes (such as a
cylindrical channel with slotted walls) arc required.

ROUTINES IN THE GEOMETRY SYSTEM

Input of geometry data is performed using the routines GKOIN, GUNIT
(which is called from GEOIN), and l'OLYIN (which is called from GUNIT). This
group of routines reads data either from cards, in a free-format code-word-
controlled form, or in binary form from a disk or magnetic tape. For
examples of the data input, see Appendix A.

The routine CEOUT cither gives a printed summary of the dat.i or dumps
the data file onto an external device for subsequent reading by GKOIN.

Detailed geometry calculations are carried out by a set of shape
routines, one far each standard shape (SPHERE, CYLIND, TRIANG, CUBOID,
HEXAGO), and one for groups of multinomial surfaces (SURFAC). This division
enables certain routines to be omitted from a load module which does not
require then, leading to a saving in core space. For each shape, a set of
tasks is available. Table II lists the tasks, noting which tasks arc
available for each shape routine. Most of the calculations are straight
forward; Appendix B gives details of any special techniques used.

The geometry system contains a number of other routines which are used
to obtain or check data, carry out rotations or boundary transformations,
evaluate multinomial expressions and carry out random sampling tasks.
Details of non-trivial methods are given in Appendix B.
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CONCLUSIONS

The geometry system of the SPARTAN Monte Carlo code allows a wide range
of geometric layouts to be described, including several commonly-encountered
shapes and more general shapes for unusual geometries. No restrictions are
placed on the position or orientation of geometric objects, and, subject to
certain conventions, geometric shapes may intersect one another. The
routines which make up the system are in most respects independent of the
rest of the code, and may readily be adapted for use outside SPARTAN.
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APPENDIX A: EXAMPLES OF 17ATA INPUT

Channel and pin cluster (Figure I)

PIN CYLINDER RADIUS NEST 3 1.50 1.30 1.25 MIGHT ICOO.O EMPTY
CHAN CYLINDER RADIUS 20.0 HEIGHT 1000.0 CONTAINS 3

RING 6.0 1.570796 -i PIN
RING 10.0 1.047198 6 1>/.N
RING 16.0 0.523599 12 PIN-

CELL CUBOID SIDES 48.0 48.0 1000.0 CONTAINS I
AT 24.0 i^y» 0.0 CHAN

Group of buildings (FIRU-J j.)

TANK CYLINDER RADIUS 2.0 HEIGHT 6.0 EMPTY
SILO CYLINDER RADIUS 8.0 HEIGHT 16.0 EMPTY
DOME SPHERE RADIUS 8.0 hMPTY
BLOCK CUBOID SIDES 40 10 10 EMPTY
OUT CUBOID SIDES 200 200 SO CONTAINS 6

AT 91 9S 2 ANGLE 0.0 -1.5708 0.0 TANK
AT 96 95 2 ANGLE 0.0 -1.5708 0.0 TANK
AT 112 90 0 SILO
AT 112 90 16 DOME
AT 50 110 0 BLOCK
AT 100 120 0 ANGLE -0.524 0.0 0.0 BLOCK

Human Phantom (Figure 3)

HEAD SURFACE 1 100 X (2) + 49Y{2) = 4900
REGIONS 2 CONTAINS 0 0 0

CONTAINS 100 100 100
CYLH CYLINDER RADIUS 10 HEIGHT 24 CONTAINS 1 HEAD
TRUNK SURFACE 1 1 X (2) + 4Y(2) « 400

REGIONS 2 CONTAINS 1 1 1
CONTAINS 10 10 10

CYLT CYLINDER RADIUS 20 HEIGHT 70 CONTAINS 1 TRUNK
LEGS SURFACE 1 25 X (2) + 100Y(2) - 1Z(2) - 40Z » 400
REGIONS 2 CONTAINS -1 -1 -1

CONTAINS 100 100 100
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CYLL CYLINDER RADIUS 20 HEIGHT 80 CONTAINS 1 LEGS
OUT SPHERE RADIUS 100 CONTAINS 3

AT 0 0 70 CYLH
CYLT

AT 0 0 -80 CYLL

The head, trunk and legs are specified as second order multinomial
surfaces; each is surrounJed hy a fictitious cylinder which truncates it
vertically. The whole phantom is surrounded by a sphere which provides
the boundary of the layout.

Cylindrical venturi (Figure 4)

VENT SURFACE 1 1.0X(2) • I.OY{2)-4.OE-8Z<8) + 1.6E-5Z(6)-4.0E-4Z(4)
-O.24Z(2) • 9

REGIONS 2 CONTAINS 0 0 0
CONTAINS 4 0 0

CYL CYLINDER RADIUS 5.0 HEIGHT 20.0 CONTAINS 1
AT 0.0 0.0 10.0 VENT

PIPE CYLINDER RADIUS 5.0 HEIGHT 100.0 CONTAINS 1
AT 0.0 0.0 SO.O CYL

APPENDIX B: SPECIAL TECHNIQUES USED BY THE GEOMETRY ROUTINES

Sampling for a random point in a spherical shell

Let the inner and outer radii of the shell be r^ and r2» Then the
frequency function of the radius of a uniformly random point is:

f(r)dr - 3r2dr/<r2
3 - r^)

This curve is bounded above (see Figure 6} by

g(r) - 3 2 2 ^

which is proportional *.o the frequency function

g*(r) - 2r/(r2
2 - r^)

In order to select r from f(r), we select r from g*(r) using RANRAD (see
low), and accept it with probability

i.e. p « r/r2

The efficiency of this rejection test (number of trials/acceptable value) is

Zitj2 * tr*2 + r2
2)/(3r2(ri + r2)),

vhich has a minimum value, when r. • 0, of 2/3.
The angular co-ordinates of the point are found using RANG3D (see below)

\'
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Sampling for a random point in a triangle

Triangular shapes in the SPARTAN geometry system are always orientated
with respect to local co-ordinate axes so that the base of the triangle lies
along the local x axis (see Figure 7). A pair of uniformly random points
are chosen on the base AB, and irom each of these is constructed a line
parallel to the side to which it is nearest (i.e. the right-hand point is
nearest to side BC, the left-hand to side AC), The intersection of these
lines is then uniformly random over the area of the triangle.

Sampling for a random point in the area between two hexagons

Figure 8 shows two concentric hexagons, and we need to select a
uniformly random point from the area between them. The method adopted is to
construct the rectangle shown along the uppermost side, and select a point in
the rectangle. the point is accepted provided it does not lie in the shaded
portions shown. This rejection test has an efficiency

where r, and r» are the inner and outer radii, and gives a minimum efficiency,
when rL • 0, of 1/2.

A uniformly random integer between 0 and 5 is selected, and is used to
rotate the sample point, if required, to another segment of the hexagon.

Calculation of the intersection of a given trajectory with a group of surfaces.

The method used in SURFAC to calculate the distance along a trajectory
to a particular surface depends on the order of the multinomial expression
used to describe the surface. For order one or two, elementary algebraic
mechods are used. For higher order, a Newton-Raphson iterative technique is
used to find all the roots of the appropriate equation. As each real root
or pair of complex roots is found, the order of the polynomial is reduced
appropriately, so that exactly Che correct number of roots is found. Only
real, positive roots are retained as meaningful intersections.

Calculation of the normal to a given multinomial surface

Use is made of the fact that the surface <Ji(x,y,z) * 0 has a normal given
by the vector

A<Kx,y,z).

Rotational transformation (routine GEROT)

The routine carries out the transformation of a point (given with
respect to a right-handed ?<et of Cartesian axes) due to a rotation of the
axes through specified Euler angles.

The total rotation is brought about by three successive rotations through
angles, a, 13, y (see Figure 9) in that order. The rotations are -
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(i) about the original z>axis
(ii) about the new x-axis
(iii) about the new z-axis,

the axes rotate in a positive sunse for positive Euler angles.

The matrix describing the transformation is

/cosacosy ~ sinacosBsiny sinacosy + cosacosBsiny sinBsin-A
i-cosaiiny - sinaeosBcosy -sinnsiny + cosacosBcory sinBcosyj
\ sinasinB -tinBcota cosB /

which premultiplies the co-ordinate vector of the point.

Mirror reflection (routine MIRROR)

The routine is supplied with the direction cosines c-J; the normal to a
surface rnd the direction cosines of the flight of an incident particle.
The direction cosines of the particle ''' ight, after Mirror reflections are
calculated using the relations

ur * U i - V
vr - v. -v na

w • w. • w a
r i n

where a - 2(u.u + v.v •*• w.w ),
i n t n in

(u., v.» w.) are Che incident direction cosinest

(u t v , w ) are the normal direction cosines*
n n n

(u$ v * w ) are the reflected direction cosines. (S^e figure 10)

Sampling for angles (routined RANG and RAWC3D)

The routine RANG samples for the cosine and sine of an angle uniformly
random on (0,2*). The von Neumann method is used. Pairs of uniformly
random numbers Zi between -1 and 1 and £3 between 0 and 1 are selected until
a pair is obtained for which

2
h +"2

Inen il - cos6

and v * sin©
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The speed of this method is assisted by the fact that no square root
operation is required.

".he routine RANG3D samples for the directicu cosines of a uniformly
rarc*loru direction is three dimensions. The routine RANG is used to find
dilution cosines relative to the :; and y ayes, and the third direction
c&s..re is taken to be uniformly random on (-1,1).

Sampling for a uniformly random point in an annulus {routine RANRAD)

Two numbers £. and £,, uniformly random on (0,1), are selected, and the
radius is set using

r = {({r2 -

wliere r, and r, are the inner and outer radii.

This formula is: derived as follows. The frequency function of r is

£(r)dr a 2r/(r2
2 - r^) dr

with distribution function

F(r) =

Mow,

prob [niax{{(r2

a prob [ (r2 - £ v and

<, r]

r - r. r + r.

r + rr r r + r
prob IX < g . y 3 x prob U,} £ 3

1 r2 r l l r2 1

= F(r) as required.

Diffuse reflection (routine UHITE)

The routine WHITE generates the direction cosines of a particle flight
path after diffuse reflection at a surface with given normal direction. By
diffuse reflection, we mean that the cosine a of the angle between the flight
path and the normal has a frequency function proportional to a.
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The direction cosines srelntive to meet tangential to the surface, $ and
Y are found using RANG, while tx is found as the larger of two uniformly
random nuaber on (0, 1) (see Figure 11). If the normal to the surface is
(u v

n»
w_)» then the reflected direction cosines (u

r»
v
v»

w_) *re given by

vr

" J (1 - a2) (1 - wn
2) Y +



TABLE I

Standard shapes

Shape
code

1

2

3

4

5

Shape
name

Sphere

Cylinder

Triangle

Cuboid

Hexagon

Description

Sphere

Right circular
cylinder

Triangular
prism

General
cuboid

Hexagonal
prism

Size
parameters

Radius r

Radius r
Height

Sides 3,b,c
Height h

Sides a,b,c

Radius r,
Height h

Nesting

r

r or
h

h

a or
b or c

r or
h

Local origin and co-ordinate axes

Centre of sphere. No restriction on axes.

Centre of base of cylinder. Positive z axis
along axis of cylinder.

One corner of base. Positive z axis parallel
to axis of prism. Positive x axis along edge
a of base. Triangle lies towards (y > 0)
side of x axis.

One corner of base. Positive xt y and z axes
along edges, a, b, c of cuboid.

As cylinder. The x axis cuts a vertex of the
base.
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TABLE II

Tasks performed by shape routines

Task

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Description

Find a uniformly random point in a given
region of a given geometric unit

Find whether a given point lies in a
given geometric unit

Given the direction cosines and starting
position of a line, find all the posi-
tive distances along the line to inter-
sections with the regions in a given
geometric unit or group of surfaces

Find the total surface area of a given
geometric unit or group of surfaces

Find the total surface area of a
given geometric unit or group of
surfaces

Given a point close to the surface
of a region, find the inward pointing
normal at that point

Find a uniformly random point on
all or part of the boundary of a
given region

Given a co-ordinate mesh by which
a region is subdivided, and a point
in the region, find in which sub-
division the point lies

Giv,en a point close to the surface
of a geometric unit, find the cor-
responding boundary type and adjust
the point and direction cosines
accordingly

Notes

Not available in
SURFAC

Not available in
SURFAC

In SURFAC, an error
is generated unless
the appropriate
values have been
included as input
data

In SURFAC, the
direction of the
normal is defined by
the vector grad <f>,
where $ is the
multinomial expres-
sion

Not available in
SURFAC

See table III

Not available in
SURFAC see tables
IV and V. Periodic
boundary conditions
cannot be used for
vertical faces in
TRIANG
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TABLE III

Subdivision of regions for scoring

Shape

Sphere

Cylinder

Triangle

Cuboid

Hexagon

Co-ordinate system in which subdivision are
made, in conventional order.

r, cos8, $

r, e, z

*, *, n < indicates no subdivision permitted)

x, y, z

*, 0, z (No. of 0 divisions must be 1 or 6)

TABLE IV

Boundary conditions used in shape routines task 9

Shape Use

1

2

3

Periodic boundary condition. Direction cosines unchanged,
position changed to appropriate point.

Specular reflection boundary condition. Position
unchanged, direction cosines undergo mirror reflection.

Diffuse reflection boundary condition. Position unchanged,
direction cosines random with inward-facing cosine
distribution.
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TABLE V

Conventional ordering of boundary faces

Shape Order (bracketed items included for task 6 and 7 but not task 9)

Sphere

Cylinder

Triangle

Cuboid

Hexagon

Surface

(Inner radius)* outer radius.

(Inner radius* outer radius, base, top.

Base of triangle, second side, third side, base of prism,
top of prism.

x .• 0, x • a, y « 0, y * b, z • 0, z • c«

(6 faces of inner surface), 6 faces of outer surtacc, base,
top. (Note: vertical surface count anticlockwise from
x axis).

Order defined by the order in which the surfaces are
specified.
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Each <re» !> the <titui or • full pin

Fig. 1
Pin duster in cylindrical channel.

-*— —-* " - * ^ J ^

Fig. 2

Group of buildings•
Fig. 3

Human phantom.

- 2 0 cm

Fig. U. Cylindrical venturi.
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TUMNCIC
1.1 « MllH

ewo»
or tft
XWJ

Pig. 5
Standard shapes.

MttM

a
o

Upper bound g(r )
Required frequency
function f (r)

•l

Fig. 6. Sampling In a aphcrlcal
shall.

Point* ore uniformly rondo* on AB.
Conttfuet through coed point a line
^•;a!ltl to iht ncartat »id«.
Intcracction of the lint• tt th«
required point P.

Fig. 7. Sampling for a randoa
point in a triangle.
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1. Select o point in the rectangle.

2. Reject points in the shaded areas.

3. Rotate if required.

Fig. 8. Sampling from the space between
two hexagons.

Original axes X,Y, Z.

Final oxes X*, Y*. Z1.

Fig. 9. Rotation of axes
using Euler angles.

V p flor ual vector of

Emergent path

to surface

r Unit vector along
incident put*

obtained by letting lP«l»t*

Fig. 10. Kirror ref lection.

Arbitrary ox it in
plane of surface.

Fig. 11. Diffusion reflection.
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DISCUSSION

Kalos: I would like to point out that, if you want to sample from the
Watt spectrum, there is another rejection technique which can be used, If you
•ample two exponentials, and then calculate a quadratic expression in one of
the sample values, and if this quadratic exceeds the second sample value, then
one of the sample values is a valid sample from the Watt spectrum. The
efficiency of this rejection technique is 70%.

Bending: That seems to be about the same as the efficiency of the tech-
nique I used.

Kalos: But you wouldn't have to compute a hyperbolic sine....

Bending: Yes, we have an exponential and a hyperbolic sine to compute
against your two logs and a square, so you will probably win. thank you.

Caohuell: You also sample from the Maxwellian. How do you do that?

Bending: The Maxwellian is a x-aquare with three degrees of freedom
(with a trivial adjustment), so we sample by taking the sum of squares from
three normal deviants.

Caehuell: Incidentally, Kalos has a very nice way to do that also. One
other point, if I nay. You don't have a great deal of difficulty when you go
to higher-order surfaces with geometry routines?' Considering the difficulty
we have had treating a torus, I am a little surprised. Do you find it neces-
sary to know which side of a surface you are on?

Binding; Yes, we do this by arranging the surfaces Into groups. We
divide our configuration space into subspaces with perhaps half a dozen sur-
faces In a particular subspace. Then we define regions within each subspace
by looking at the sign of each multinomial expression at any givan point.

Caahuell: From our experience with toroidal geometries we find that there
are degenerate tori with properties such that you can find yourselves on both
sides of the surface at the aame time, and that is what bothers me. That sort
of thing awy happen where you have fourth-degree surfaces and have tv take
square roots to determine which side of a surface you are on.

Bending: Sometimes one can have trouble identifying to the computer speci-
fic regions of space one is interested in. This is something which has caused
us probltas which I don't know of any simple and general way to avoid. Some
aabigtiitiv** can be eliminated by introducing extra planar surfaces. But there
art difficulties In the use of higher-order surfaces.

GetbaM: I aa impressed by just the problem of solving the polynomial
equations that you have to solve every time you want to find where a particle
collides. What happens to the running time, as compared to running time for
othar g«OMtrl«s?

Binding: This Is a problem. Clearly there are circumstances in which
this problta bacoaes so bad that the aethod we have described can cease to be
an appropriate method. Now, we have not gotten enough experience in using
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higher-order surfaces to know, really, where the method ceases to work. He
don't see any solution in geometries which intrinsically require this kind of
representation, except perhaps to go to a neutron-tracking method which does
not require one to identify boundary crossings. Now, this can be done, and
is done in many codes. It is not something which we do because such an '
approach does not fit into the philosophy of our code. For example, I was
looking at a very complicated human phantom some time ago, in which almost all
the bodily organs were represented (and very well represented) in mathematical
form. This sort of geometry would have been extremely difficult for us to
deal with, but it was quite possible to treat using a form of tracking in
which one only needed to be able to identify the region in which a point lies,
without locating boundary crossings. I think in cases of very hard geometry
it may bs better to use this kind of a scheme. We don't, and there will be
cases for which our scheme is a bit unwieldy.

Gclbard: If you are dealing with a thermal system and are in a resonance
band, and if you try to make the cross sections spatially constant, you could
ha^> a real mess on your hands; so this approach does not seem to be to be a
completely general solution.

Covcyou: Well actually, in very complicated geometries, I would think
tl.it the introduction of artificial cross sections would work very well, since
you wouldn't have to know where a particle crosses a boundary but only which
region it is in.

Gelbavd: Yes, but my point was that with ficticious cross sections you
have a problem with resonances. First of all, everytime you make a collision,
you have got to find the maximum cross section. Secondly, if you happen to be
in a resonance the cross sections may be very large, and unless you go co some
other scheme in which you use flctious cross sections in some parts of the
geometry and not in others, you have to track through the whole geometry with
a huge cross section.

Covcyou: I think Bending was talking about problems where there is no
multiplication, where there isn't likely to be any uranium.

Ralos: But there are some important resonances in my calcium.

Bending: When we say that our code is a rather general Monte Carlo code,
we are saying that it has general capabilities. We are not saying necessarily
that our method is the only, or the best, or even a viable method for every
conceivable Monte Carlo problem. I think oii« could certainly construct situa-
tions in which the combination of geometry problems, and perhaps thermal track-
ing problems and resonances are such that perhaps none of us can conceiva of a
viable route for solving them. In such situations we cannot contribute a
great deal. We would like to feel that we are able to make a significant con-
tribution to a wide range of problems, but not necessarily to every one.

Gelbavd: You mentioned something about thermal neutron scattering,
you have a thermal neutron scattering treatment?

Do

Bending: No, we have a slot into which it could fit. We have space
reserved for bivariate distributions. Mow, the principal object in that space
will be some aort of treatment of S(ot,e) thermal scattering. We have not as
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yet done any coding to fit into that space, so we can't contribute to that one
at the moment.

Gelbavd: You mentioned S(a,(3) sampling and a number of other people hau.
Is it generally felt that this is very much superior to the use of a transfer
matrix? It seems to me that the coding for a transfer matrix is much simpler,
and I don't see that much advantage to the S(a,8) scheme, with its added
complications.

Bending: I can't comment on the technical virtues of S(ct,g) sampling
relative to a transfer matrix except to say that the philosophy of SPARTA:, is
that the code writer does not determine the physical laws which are contained
in it. If a user wants us to write the code so that it can deal with b(a,"),
then we will make it deal with S(tx,£). If that makes it cost twice as mucK
then that is his problem. We obviously would look at alternatives, but w.
don't feel that it is right for the code's designer or programmer to sp> r v'i-
cally decide against a particular method, and not make his code capable oi
using it.

It struck me that your geometry treatment is very similar t *
MAGl's combinatorial geometry package. I was wondering if anyone has any oo.
ment as to the relative merits of the two schemes? Is there any obvious advrn-
tage of one over the other?

Rales: I got the same impression, but I don't think that 1 could comment
on the basis of Bending's presentation. 0P<=> would have to ask a lot of techni-
cal questions.

Stehwevg: The combinatorial geometry systems that we use in SAM-CE hae
been around for quite a while, and has undergone an extensive amount of <}a •?•
ment and shakeout. We have had a lot experience with it. In fact, a:; y- c ,
tioned, you are putting it In VIM —- people have put it into the Morse c.i'ui
So that it has been used a lot and it has been proved out, and I suppose 'n
that sense it has some advantages. I think that structurally the twe scl.mjiC!-
look very similar. I sec no fundamental difference. The combinatorial pack,KG
ic there and has bts*n shaken down; that is about all I can say. In fact, y>-
can even make motion pictures with it.

Retire: We have been much more conservative, however, about adding higher-
degree surfaces.

Bending: We have added these surfaces as a facility which is available.
The code will find the proper roots in the proper places. The fact that we
have added this facility does not imply that we necessarily recommend its use
all that freely. As we have pointed out, there are cases where it may be
needed, but at the same time we need to be aware of the time penalties in-
volved in using that part of the system.

I am not so familiar with nuch types of geometry routines,
can you say anymore about it? Is there any documentation on tlu<? combinatorial
geometry?

Bending: Yes, there is.
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Borgwaldt: Fine, I'll see you later.

Kalos: Briefly, there is a simple input, and there is a processing code
which translates it into an organization of equations which must be solved.
In current versions some of the topological data that you need to know about,
the information that region 75 is on the other side of region 31, does not
have to be specified as input. It is learned heuristically in the course of
running a Monte Carlo. The procedure is self-learning.

Borgvaldt: I have another remark. If I use normal first- and second-
order surfaces, and the equations for them, then I have a means of finding out
whether some input is complete nonsense because I have a failure mechanism.
If one really wants to Introduce higher-order equations, can one find failure
mechanisms which identify illegal surface equations?

Steinberg: In the combinatorial geometry system, as we use it, there is
nothing higher than second degree, so all our checking mechanisms have been
based on second-degree equations. We have not implemented the torus. I
should mentioned that at MAGI we have one basic version and many specialized
versions. Now, in the basic version, the torus does not exist. On the other
hand, the torus has been inplemented in some of the special versions. The
CHECKER code, for example, which was discussed at the last ANS meeting, in the
basic version, is only dealing with the quadratic surfaces — quadratic and
planar.

Sending: In SPARTAN, to answer your question on behalf of the SPARTAN
geometry system, there are three levels of checking. One is a check that the
data are internally self-consistent, and there are quite a few mistakes that
one can make that will be picked up by the data checking routine and thrown
back at you. Beyond that there are facilities for drawing pictures of the
layout. These are relatively the same as the ones which were described in
connection with MONK earlier. Ultimately, it" you get into the situation which
was mentioned earlier, of accidentally creating regions in space and then for-
getting t-a say what material they contain or anything like that, you would
get some type of failure during run time, and I think a failure is preferable
to a wrong answer. The intention is that, to check for errors, one should use
the facility for drawing out mspo of the surface, of the layout as a whole.

Coveyou: What happens if you have one of these illegal layouts and a
particle never gets into it?

Bending: It does not matter, in that case. You get the right answer.
Nothing goes wrong: if you accidentally create a region for which you specify
no parameters, nothing goes wrong until a particle happens to get into it.
When it does, you*11 get an error message from one of the geometry routines.

Gelbavd: In the discussion of the error checking routine at the Phila-
delphia ANS Meeting, the point was made that in the original combinatorial
geometry package one could define a region multiply (i.e., a region could be
included separately in hwo different definitions) and that without the new
checking capability, the code would not stop, that it would do something when
it got to that region. Now, if the region is not defined, the code has got
to stop, but if it is multiply defined, at least in this case it will not.
Could that happen in SPARTAN?
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Bending: If a region is multiply defined, in SPARTAN, one definition
overrides the other one in a systematic way. There are circumstances in which
the material in a given region may be specified twice, and if the definitions
disagree, this vould not be flagged as an error. One will always know which
material was actually used by the code.

Gclbard: In fact, it may not be an error; it may be a legitimate way to
write input?

Bending: I have regarded this as a legitimate way of presenting the
input.

•Gelbard: Is this code intended primarily for safety studies and for the
study of radiation effects?

Sending: These are two principal uses. I think probably the biggest
area of usage we anticipate for the code will be in safety studies. We also
hope that it will find a use in shielding calculations: not in regular shield-
Ing calculations on fairly straightforward geometries, for which we have
already gotten capabilities elsewhere, but for particular shielding problems
wiser**, the geometry is beyond the range of other codes. One thinks of deep
penetration streaming calculations, for example, as typical of the sort of
problcn tc which we may make a useful contribution.

Golbavd: But it does seem to be true, as we pointed out before that there
is relatively little use of Monte Carlo, generally, for critical calculations.
Your code is not really primarily meant forcritical calculations, and appa-
rently there has not been much use for Monte Carlo in critical calculations.
Is that fair to say of other installations? Whatever our own feelings may be,
must we concede that Monte Carlo as a tool for analysis of criticals has so
far not been very successful?

Goat; I would Just like to make a comment on the S(a,$) treatment in the
thermal group. Following the suggestions Gelbard made while at Battis , a sim-
ple test' program was written which hud a complete continuum of exit energies
and angles and sampled S(cx,8). We compared results we got with this test
code with those given by our standard treatment, in which we use a 25 * 25
transfer matrix with P3 scattering. All this was done for hydrogen bound in
water. We " nd, in a test problem wliich was much more severe than any we
would nori encounter in a water lattice, thai. S(a,$) and the transfer
matrix gave results, in this case, wh:Lch were indistinguishable.

Bending: This is interesting to note. In fact, the standard transfer
matrix approach could probably be accommodated within our existi.•% framework
without extending our physical system at all, I mink.

Gelbard: I would like to make one more comment before we leave the sub-
ject. There seem to be several Monce Carlo code? which either use some form
of thermal multi-energy treatment, or in which such a"treatment is proposed.
On the other hand we hear very little about the treatment of the epi-thermal
band, and the proper treatment of epi-thermal neutrons is a fairly tricky
business. The epi-thennal binding in water does have a significant effect on
the flux spectrum up to 2, 3, and 4 eV, and this is sometimes important. So
it seems to me that if you are going to go to the trouble of putting in a
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thermal binding treatment of some soxrt, that it rosily would be necessary to
make some sort of provision for binding in the epi-thennal range also.

Kalos: 1 wanted to add a very simple-minded remark about geometry check-
ing: narcely that in complex situations (situations where, for example, you
are dealing with multinomial surfaces) the device of picking a couple of
points at random, tracking from one to another and then backwards, and then
checking that you got back to where you came from, can be a powerful, though,
naive schene of data checking.


